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Welcome to the 20th issue of The Fellowship News magazine.

Without your interest and support this magazine cannot exist. As much feedback as 
possible is always welcomed and can be directed to your editor, Jim McCluskey.  
All feedback will be taken into consideration when designing the next issue  
of the Fellowship News.

I hope you all had a very festive Christmas and wish you a Happy New Year.  
With best wishes, Andrea Lorraine Designs
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Editor’s notes
A Happy New Year to all members and their families. 

I hope you enjoy this edition of the Newsletter and take the  
opportunity to recall some of the events from last year and  
also look forward to the many planned events for 2018. 

As you will see from the Events Calendar on the back cover there is a wide variety 
of events on the agenda for this year. As well as some old favourites there are some 
exciting new ones planned. The year kicks off with a lunch at Mulberry House with 
guest speaker, Mark Starling, giving a talk on his climb of Mount Everest and I am 
pleased to report that 65 members have signed up for this event. More on this in the 
next edition. 

The Fellowship Trust was established to promote social, sporting and welfare activities 
for former employees of the Kier Group. At the end of 2017 total membership was 
1,332 and in our area of Loughton and Witham we had 208 members. So what can 
you contribute during this forthcoming year? Well, all you really have to do is to turn up 
and support as many of the events and activities that you wish to.

As you are no doubt aware John Simson 
stepped down from the committee at the end 
of last year after 13 years of service. Well done 
John and thank you for all of your hard work. 
I know how much you and Lynn are looking 
forward to your trip to Australia and New 
Zealand with Dick Side and his wife, Liz. I am 
looking forward to your article and photographs 
for the next edition! Bon voyage.

Between us all, lets make 2018 a memorable 
year for the Fellowship.

Jim McCluskey

Editor’s notes | Introduction

17
July ‘18

Features for the next edition of 
the Fellowship News! 
Please send all features to Jim 
McCluskey by no later than the 
above date. Many thanks!

Cover picture: Thursford Christmas 
Spectacular Show: see page 4. 

07746 463902 
jimbo52.mc@hotmail.co.uk
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Thursford Christmas 
Spectacular Show 

Events | Thursford Christmas Spectacular Show

FOR THE THIRD TIME IN RECENT YEARS A GROUP OF THIRTY MEMBERS AND GUESTS 
MADE OUR WAY TO THURSFORD BY COACH AND CAR TO SEE THE 41ST CHRISTMAS 
SPECTACULAR SHOW MATINEE PERFORMANCE.

15
November ‘17

Many of our group visited the attractively decorated shop on 
the way to the theatre to buy Christmas themed presents 
and memorabilia. 

Preparations for this three hour show began in February 
and continued throughout the year with hundreds of 
auditions for singers, dancers and musicians. The final cast 
included over fifty singers, 30 musicians and 20 dancers 
and attracted an audience of 1,500 to every performance 
over the six week run up to Christmas. Coach loads of 
guests came from across the country including Scotland, 
Devon, Yorkshire and even some from Essex!

This year’s show was the best I have seen and was 
enhanced by a welcome glass of warm spiced wine and 
a mince pie in the interval and enjoying the 6.4 million 
decorative lights and seasonal music across the Thursford 
complex. A day enjoyed by all!

John Simson
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Christmas Lunch | Events

The lunch was held at Little Channels Golf 
Club near Chelmsford, a venue we have 
used for the past four years. Sixtythree 
members and guests attended which was 
slightly down on last year due to three 
members sadly being unable to attend due 
to illness.

The function room was laid out and 
decorated very tastefully with eight 
circular tables of eight, each with two 
complimentary bottles of wine and a jug of 
punch, provided by Kier Fellowship.

7
December ‘17

The food was excellent with a choice of 
four dishes for each of the three courses 
and very well managed by the Kitchen and 
Waiting staff.

John Simson gave a brief update on how the 
Loughton and Witham area is progressing. 
It has been a good year with an interesting 
and varied selection of events. John Abbott 
thanked John for the many years he has 
Chaired the Committee and as a token of 
appreciation presented John with a bottle  
of bubbly and his wife, Lynn, with a bouquet 
of flowers.

Derek Bryant

Christmas 
Lunch

John, Carol, John and Lynn

Jan, John, Sandra and Michael
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Events | Kensington Palace and Gardens

Leaving Chigwell mid morning, we arrived at 
the Natural History Museum in London to 
meet our guide, Carol, and to take an early 
lunch. Suitably refreshed, we re-boarded 
our coach for a brief guided tour, stopping 
outside the Royal Albert Hall to look at the 
Albert Memorial, the statue of Albert now 
magnificently restored in gold leaf.

13
September ‘17

After leaving the coach at The Queen’s 
Gate, we walked through Kensington 
Palace Gardens to view the sunken 
garden, currently called the White Garden 
and dedicated to the memory of Diana 
Princess of Wales. Kensington Palace has 
become well known as the present home to 
members of the Royal Family. This includes 
the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge with 
their family, and Prince Henry of Wales, 
(Harry) brother to William. Both of the boys 
grew up here with their mother Princess 
Diana, who lived there following her 
marriage to Prince Charles until her death  
in 1997.

The recently opened exhibition: ‘Diana, Her 
Fashion Story’ reminds us that throughout 
her life, she was very much a style icon, 
and one of the most photographed women 
in the world. Many of her clothes, which to 
many of us are very familiar, are displayed in 
illuminated cabinets.

In 1819 Alexandrina Victoria was born here, 
later to become Queen Victoria, empress of 
the world’s largest ever empire.

Our group tour of the palace enabled us 
to visit the rooms occupied by the young 
Victoria and to see some of her clothes and 
many of the toys which she was able to play 
with. Her clothes very clearly demonstrated 
how small she was at only 4 feet 11 inches 

Kensington Palace 
and Gardens

Kensington Palace: The Queen’s Gate

Kensington Palace gardens: the sunken garden
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Kensington Palace and Gardens | Events

tall, and, according to our guide Carol, with  
a waist of approximately 18 inches.

After climbing the King’s Staircase, we  
were able to explore the glittering court of 
George II and Queen Caroline in the King’s 
State Apartments.

It was here that important guests were 
received and where in 1819, in the  
Cupola Room, the future Queen Victoria  
was baptised.

The Queen’s State Apartments are 
somewhat lower key than the King’s 
and were designed for Queen Mary by 
Christopher Wren. It was here that she could 
meet her friends and relax away from the 
hustle and bustle of the court, and it was 
here that she died in 1694.

Finally, we walked back through the gardens 
to re-join our coach for the journey back 
to Chigwell after a fascinating day and 
managing to miss most of the rain.

Trevor Franklin

Bob and Christine get ready for the ball!ERT NAME Taking shelter

Diana, Her Fashion Story

Fashion experts John, Mike and Bob enjoy the show
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Events | National Golf Day

National 
Golf Day 14

September ‘17

On a day of sunshine and 
showers 23 members from 
around the areas of the 
Fellowship gathered at St. 
Neots Golf Club. It was good 
to have four ladies playing 
this year one of which was 
from our contingent of ten 
players from the Loughton 
and Witham area.

The course was in good 
condition, but if you strayed 
into the long wet grass you 
were likely to pay the price. 
After an enjoyable round 

and an excellent meal the 
prizes were presented by 
our Chairman, Neil Meixner. 
The overall winner was Ian 
Tidey, after a count back 
from Colin Busby and the 
winner of the ladies was 
Inga Adlington.

The front nine was won by 
Graham Howe and the back 
nine by Roy Murphy. The 
longest drive was won by 
Derek Adams and nearest 
the pin by John Simson.

Many thanks to Ian Tidey 
and Colin Busby for all the 
arrangements at the club 
and we look forward to next 
year’s golf day at another 
venue where we hope more 
of our golfers are able  
join us.

John Simson

Overall winner: Ian Tidey Longest drive: Derek Adams

Bev Tidey and June Holland

Inga Adlington and Helen Howe
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Freemasons Grand Temple and Lunch | Events

Freemasons Grand Temple and Lunch

Forty-nine members enjoyed the visit to the exhibition at 
the Masonic Hall celebrating 300 years of Freemasonry.

Freemasons’ Hall was 
opened in 1933 as the 
Peace Memorial Building for 
the Great War and the fallen 
brethren are named therein. 
It is the headquarters of 
the United Grand Lodge of 
England and the Supreme 
Grand Chapter of Royal 
Arch Masons of England, as 
well as a meeting place for 
many Masonic Lodges in the 
London area.

The tour guide was excellent 
and explained the history 
and aims of Freemasonry. 

Freemasonry is recorded 
as beginning on 24 June 
1717 at the Goose and 
Gridiron Tavern near St. 
Paul’s Cathedral. It has 
since spread all over the 
world. It is a little known fact 
that it is one of the largest 
contributor to charities in 
the UK.

The structure itself is a fine 
example of building crafts. 
In addition to the stonework 
there are many stain glass 
windows, joinery works and 
high quality decorations 
all of which embody the 
insignia associated with 
Freemasonry. Particularly 
impressive are the bronze 
entrance doors to the 
Grand Temple. Each leaf 
weighs around 1.25 tons 
and details the story of the 
building of King Solomon’s 
Temple. Despite the 
incredible weight the doors 

are so well balanced they 
can be opened by a push 
of a finger. Once inside 
we were given a talk from 
our guide and we were 
privileged to have been 
treated to a recital on the 
recently refurbished organ.

The tour ended with a visit  
to the museum which 
contains an extensive 
collection of Masonic 
exhibits and memorabilia.

Lunch was held at the 
Sarastro Restaurant in 
Drury Lane. It is named 
after a character in Mozart’s 
Magic Flute and it has a 
unique ‘Opera House’ decor. 

John Spray in the Junior Warden’s chair

Stain glass window

Margaret Lambert sitting in the chair of the Worshipful Master

Additionally, the toilets have 
their own unique and risqué 
form of décor that leave little 
to the imagination, which 
caused much merriment 
and post lunch conversation 
among the guests! The food 
was good and enjoyed by all.

A great day in London, we 
missed the rain and our 
coach journeys were without 
delay.  John Spray

26
July ‘17
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Feature | John & Carol’s big adventure

John & Carol’s  
big adventure...

We had booked an apartment in Tuscany 
for a fortnight in September some time 
ago and were beginning to think about 
travel arrangements when Carol said: 

I didn’t need asking twice and so began 
the planning for a month long trip in 
Europe driving down to Italy via France, 
Belgium, Germany and Switzerland and 
returning via Monaco and France.

The Lotus in question is a 2004 Elise 111R, a rear engine 
two seater with a tiny luggage compartment so on a sunny 
morning at the end of August we packed up a few clothes and 
our toothbrushes, kept our fingers crossed for good weather, 
put the roof into the space we had left in the boot and set off 
for the Channel Tunnel.

Our first stop the other side was for lunch in Dunkirk, quite 
poignant since a few days earlier we had been to the pictures 
with friends to see the new Dunkirk movie, and then we drove 
on into Belgium for our first overnight stop in Bruges.

Suitably rested we took the roof off again the next day 
and headed for our next overnight stop at Saarbrucken in 
Germany. We had booked our first AirBnB there but first it 
was to Luxemberg for Lunch. We were amazed at the queues 
for the petrol pumps at the first service station after we had 
crossed the border from Belgium into Luxemberg until we saw 
the prices. Generally petrol was significantly more expensive 
than at home and the Lotus has a small tank that needed 
to be filled every day, the most expensive that we saw was 
in Italy at €1.87 a litre (€1 = £1.10) but in Luxemberg it was 
cheaper than at home. We liked Luxemberg, it was clean and 
tidy and we will go back to explore the city and it’s architecture 
some more. On then to Germany and our AirBnB booking 

proved to be a great success. We were on the lower ground 
floor of the family house with our own kitchen and bathroom. 
It was nice to walk down to the local supermarket and get 
ourselves some food to cook for dinner rather than more hotel 
or restaurant food.

Our next overnight stop was to be in Switzerland and so the 
next day the roof came off yet again and we drove back into 
France, crossed the Rhine at Strasbourg and stopped for 
lunch at Freiberg in Germany on the edge of the Black Forest. 
Freiberg is a self-proclaimed ‘GREEN’ city and you are not 
allowed to take your car into the city without a special permit 
so we parked on the outskirts and, once we worked out which 
one to get on, caught a tram into the centre.

“Why don’t we take the 
Lotus?”
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John & Carol’s big adventure | Feature

We thought that we had ordered 
sausage salad but what came out  
was more like Spam, still, when you  
are hungry…

We spent the next night in Lucerne, 
Switzerland and planned to drive 
over the Alps using the San Gotthard 
Pass the next day. We had hoped that 
this would be one of the highlights 
of the trip but sadly it was a bit of a 
disappointment. The pass is only open 
between June and October and there 
were lots of roadworks going on and 
when we got to the summit it was 
cloudy! However, Carol managed to  
get a few pictures from the car as  
we crossed.

We then dropped down into Italy, 
stopped for lunch on the side of Lake 
Como and spent the night in Milan.

Lunch was 
interesting!

The Lotus really 
didn’t like the 
cobbled streets 
in Milan!

Road trip to 
Italy 2017... 
quite an 
adventure!

The TomTom shook its holder to pieces 
and the CD player refused to work for 
the rest of the holiday after that.

The next day we arrived at our 
apartment a few miles south of Sienna 
and spent two weeks exploring the 

beautiful Tuscan countryside and 
sampling the local produce, Chianti 
wine, Pecarino cheese and, of course, 
the ice cream.

The Piazzo del Campo in Sienna. 
Probably Europe’s finest medieval 
square and site of the famous Il Palio 
horse race which is held twice a year in 
July and August.

Our drive back was to take us around 
the Mediterranean coasts of Italy and 
France taking in Monaco and Monte 
Carlo before spending a few nights 
with friends near Perpignan. We used 
the coast road for a long while which 
was great fun, but slow due the windey 
roads, tunnels and traffic. Some days 
it took us all day to drive just 80 miles 
but it was a thrill to find ourselves on 
the Grand Prix circuit in Monte Carlo, 
coming out of the tunnel, through 

the chicane, left at Tabac, into the 
Swimming Pool Complex and then on  
to the Rascas curve…

A few days with our friends in France 
allowed us to wash our few clothes 
again and enjoy the beautiful 
countryside of the Pyrenees, although 
they told us that it was unseasonably 
cold. It was the first time in thirty years 
that they remembered snow on the 
mountains in September!

Leaving the snow behind we drove  
back up to the Channel Tunnel with 
overnight stops in Bordeaux and Rouen 
and a slight detour to drive part of the 
Le Mans racing circuit!

By now the weather was much cooler 
so we had put the roof on the car, but 
the good thing about that was that we 
managed to fit some wine in the  
luggage compartment!

We returned home on 24 September 
having driven 3,170 miles. 
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Events | Hog Roast

ON A LOVELY SUNNY SUMMERS DAY 68 MEMBERS ARRIVED AT 
BUCKHURST HILL CRICKET CLUB FOR A HOG ROAST BBQ LUNCH.

16
August ‘17

Hog Roast

Tables and chairs were soon moved from 
the Club House onto the grass outside. 
Drinks were available from the bar at the 
Club prices which was a pleasant surprise 
for all.

The Hog Roast was superbly cooked and 
the accompaniments varied and plenty of 
it! Many of us had a second helping ever 
mindful that there were desserts to follow.

The afternoon allowed time for more drinks 
and conversations were enjoyed in the 
sunshine. Some were reminded of the 
connection in the past with WC French as 
previous Presidents were Sir John French, 
Charles French and Bill Nuttall, all named 
on the President’s Board. Bill Nuttall was 
in charge of the scaffolding and formwork 

division and I am sure the cricket nets still 
had the CSF scaffold tube as supports!

Some of the women suggested a cricket 
match next time. A novel idea. All in all an 
enjoyable day for all.

John Spray
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I was recently sent some photos of Mrs 
French’s Ford V8 Pilot ‘Woody’ Estate by one 
our members, Gary Barnes, who came across it 
on an auction website for classic cars.

As you can see, it is still in pristine condition 
and just as good as the day it was delivered to 
Mrs French in the early 1950s.

It was originally purchased as a black saloon 
car and then converted to the estate car for 
Mrs French, having apparently having to gain 
permission from the Queen Mother to copy  
King George VI car which was delivered to 
him in 1951, just a year before his death in 
February 1952.

Ford’s British arm launched the new V8 Pilot 
saloon featuring hydro mechanical brakes, 
a built in jacking system and a column gear 
change. It was soon upgraded to the 3622cc 
version with 85bhp on tap at 3800rpm and was 
famously flexible even though it had a three 
speed gear box. It was marketed as: A truly top 
gear car… unbaffled by the steepest hills and 
unruffled by slow traffic speeds.”

Costing £585 it was outstanding value for a car 
that could cruise at 60mph carrying six people 
in comfort on the bench seats and return 
20mpg. No wonder the Pilot found favour with 
the Police as an effective load carrier and a 
high speed pursuit vehicle.

WC French Motor Car | Feature

WC French Motor Car
FROM THE PAST: MRS FRENCH’S SPECIAL CAR

After many years with other owners Mrs 
French’s car was acquired by the Stondon 
Museum who discovered that it was first 
registered in April 1950 and still has it’s 
original buff log book, which documents all 
previous owners. It was bought by W&C French 
Ltd where it remained for several years until it 
migrated to the English Riviera, having three 
further keepers in Devon and then spending a 
number of years at the Red Lion in Broadclyst, 
near Exeter. Eventually, it found it’s way back to 
Essex and came to rest at the museum only a 
few years ago.

The car was sold recently at Brightwells car 
auction for £21,000!

During it’s time with Mrs French it was 
maintained at North Farm by some of our 
members who remember it well and included 
Brian Pegrum, George Elgar and Gerry Reeves 
who all worked under the direction of Ted 
Austin and Bert Bush. Apologies to anyone that 
I have missed!

My thanks to Gary Barnes for the auction 
photos and to Gerry Reeves for the photo of the 
newly converted Estate car taken at North Farm 
in the mid fifties.

You never know what is going to turn up from 
our past!

John Simson
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Hidden Talents
WINTER WONDERLAND!

Feature | Hidden Talents

It all started in 2008 when 
she bought me a simple 
bridge camera as a birthday 
present just to take the usual 
holiday snaps etc. This has 
now evolved into my main 
hobby and one which, in 
part, prompted me to retire 
early from Kier Construction 
London, already two years ago: 
where does that time go?

I was already into birdwatching 
and noticing the wildlife 
around me and started trying 
to record images of what I was 
seeing but for those of you who 
are into wildlife photography 
you will understand that there 
is always a drive to get better, 
closer, more detailed images 
than the last. 

Winter can transform the 
landscape in such a magical 
way, making those familiarly 
dull walks or drives to and 
from work or the station totally 
different, with snow laden 

I blame it all on the wife!

trees and berries gleaming 
out against the white frost and 
normally unseen wildlife now 
clearly contrasted against that 
white backdrop. This then is 
the time to get out and try to 
get a different perspective 
on your local surroundings, 
even your garden can become 
unrecognisable overnight after 
a heavy frost or light snowfall. 

A common Robin in snow is 
always a favourite, especially 
at this time of year and iced 
over local ponds can be a 
bonus as you can sometimes 
get rarer wildlife out in the 
open, like the elusive Water 
Rail below and a very cute 
looking common Brown Rat 
which was also foraging for 
food. Had you realised  
that’s what it was before I 
mentioned it? 

Taking images in the snow also 
has it pitfalls since with such 
a bright white background 

and a lot of glare sometimes 
the camera’s automatic 
settings can overcompensate 
and you end up with a grey 
looking landscape. Why not 
experiment by getting off of 
the auto settings and try using 
the Aperture priority? Most 
digital cameras have them 
these days or even tweak the 
exposure settings as well if 
your camera allows. 

I post many of my wildlife 
images on a web based site 
called Flickr under ‘Steve RJ’ 
and this type of internet site 
allows you to see how and 
what to do to improve your 
images by seeing what others 
are achieving with similar 
equipment. Many leave their 
EXIF information – the detail 
of the settings they achieved 
an image with, giving you 
an ideal way of trying them 
out with your camera and 
experimenting a bit more. The 
images below are of the River 
Roding in Loughton during our 
last wintry period. 

Wishing you all a magical white 
image filled winter!

Steve Jellett
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Committee members/Obituaries/New members | Please note

FELLOWSHIP COMMITTEE

Contacts
Change of address

VERY IMPORTANT
Please remember to always notify us  
when you have a change of address.

John Abbott 
07768 467976 

 
john@bythorne.co.uk

Geoff Brown 
07502 582950 
01353 648 110 
geoffbrown42@sky.com 

Alan Cope John Spray

Chris Oats Trevor Franklin

Theresa Walstow Derek Bryant

Obituaries
OUR DEEPEST SYMPATHIES TO THE 
FAMILIES OF THE FOLLOWING WHO 
HAVE PASSED AWAY...

J Walsh 19 May 2017
Dorothy Taylor 
(wife of Spud) 7 December 2017

John Moran 21 December 2017

Mel Wilkins 5 January 2018

Horace Friend 6 January 2018

New members
NAME YEARS 

SERVICE
OFFICE

John Abbott 43 Loughton

Derek Adams 8 Witham

Nick Bache 14 Witham

Ian Robinson 40 Loughton

Alan Stannard 6 Witham

Bruce Terry 36 Loughton

Steve Ward 20 Loughton



Events programme 
for 2018

Events | Events programme for 2018

Date Event Cost

Thursday 19 April 2018 Spring Buffet, Met Police, Chigwell £12.00pp

Wednesday 2 May 2018 Ascot Race Day £25.00pp

Thursday 3 May 2018 Area Golf Day: West Essex Golf Club £35.00pp

Wednesday 13 June 2018 Audley End House and Gardens
£15.00pp (cheaper 
if English Heritage 
Member)

Sunday 24 June 2018 Tempsford Garden Party £20.00pp

Tuesday 24 July 2018 Hyde Hall and Jam Factory £15.00pp (cheaper if 
RHS Member)

Wednesday 15 August 2018
Apples and Oysters: includes  
guided tour of Faversham and free 
time in Whitstable

£30.00pp

Thursday 6 September 2018 National Golf Day £40.00pp

Wednesday 12 September 2018 William Morris and River Lee  
River Trip £26.00pp

Wednesday 10 October 2018 The Peoples Post: includes guided 
tour of The Postal Museum £31.00pp

Wednesday 28 November 2018 Vincent’s Jinglebell Christmas Show, 
with Christmas Lunch £45.00pp

Thursday 6 December 2018 Christmas Lunch £21.00pp TBC

February 2019 Lunch with a speaker £25.00pp

Friday 8 March 2019 Royal Marines Concert £30.00pp

Please see the Events Letter which will be sent to you soon, or visit the Fellowship website  
for details.


